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We present PacketMill, a system for optimizing software
packet processing, which (i) introduces a new model to
efficiently manage packet metadata and (ii) employs codeoptimization techniques to better utilize commodity hardware.
PacketMill grinds the whole packet processing stack, from the
high-level network function configuration file to the low-level
userspace network (specifically DPDK) drivers, to mitigate
inefficiencies and produce a customized binary for a given
network function. Our evaluation results show that PacketMill
increases throughput (up to 36.4 Gbps – 70%) & reduces
latency (up to 101 µs – 28%) and enables nontrivial packet
processing (e.g., router) at ≈100 Gbps, when new packets
arrive > 10× faster than main memory access times, while
using only one processing core.

1. Motivation
Networking has shifted from inflexible, proprietary, and specialized hardware toward Software-defined Networking (SDN)
and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV). Today many
network appliances are realized using commodity hardware
and the network functions are increasingly software-driven.
The flexibility and programmability of such platforms has led
to many software networking solutions (such as Open vSwitch
(OVS) [17], Click-based frameworks [16, 1, 9], BESS [11, 10],
and Vector Packet Processing (VPP) [8]). Unfortunately, the
introduction of multi-hundred-gigabit network equipment and
dramatic increases in telecommunication network bandwidth
strain the performance of commodity hardware [14], due to
the demise of Moore’s law and Dennard scaling putting a
cap on commodity hardware’s performance [5]. Realizing
100-Gbps networking is extremely challenging, as the time
budget for processing small packets, i.e., 6.72 ns to process a
64-B packet before receiving the next one makes nanosecond
level savings count. Consequently, software needs to operate
in the L1 & L2 caches – minimizing even Last Level Cache
(LLC) accesses [19, 6, 7, 18].
While many have tried to introduce in-network processing
via hardware (e.g., P4 architecture [2] and modern/programmable Network Interface Card (NIC)) to address the
performance limitations [21]; today, many network functions
are deployed on commodity hardware, via unspecialized
modular software with software-based packet processing
by, for example, Ericsson, Cisco, and Intel [4, 13, 20].
Unfortunately, the software-driven networking solutions come
at the price of lower performance due to (i) code inefficiency,

mainly coming from generality and modularity of networking
frameworks, and (ii) poor metadata management.
Our objective is to produce an optimized binary while
maintaining high-level modularity and flexibility, as opposed
to relying on handwritten assembly code [15]. This paper
shows that efficient metadata management (i.e., specialization
of Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK)’s buffers) and
employing code optimizations (to minimize unnecessary
memory accesses, improve cache locality, etc.) facilitates
realizing our goal of software-based packet processing at
100 Gbps on commodity hardware.

2. Limitations of the State of the Art
We employ two techniques to optimize the performance
of software-based packet processing: (i) efficient metadata
management and (ii) code-optimization techniques. To the
best of our knowledge, the former has not explicitly been
examined/optimized before. Examining this unexplored
territory enables a single core to forward packets >100 Gbps.
The latter has been partially tackled by a similar approach
to improve performance via code optimizations: 1 The
most relevant is the work of Kohler et al. [12] who proposed
an optimization toolkit for the Click modular router [16] to
reduce inefficiencies of a Network Function (NF) based on
its input configuration. This work motivated us to further
mitigate code inefficiencies in software packet processing
frameworks to exploit the availability of: (i) multi-hundredGbps network interfaces and (ii) programming language (PL)
tools (e.g., LLVM toolchain). To do so, we resurrected
their tool, called click-devirtualize, and extended it
with new optimizations. Additionally, we use LLVM’s
optimization passes to apply intermediate representation
(IR)-code modifications. 2 Bangwen et al. [3] used
classic compiler optimization techniques in combination with
symbolic execution to filter out infeasible paths of specialized
networking software (e.g., snort). Their main focus was
protocol mismatches (occurring between the development
and deployment phases). While some of our techniques
are similar, we focus on mitigating inefficiencies induced by
modularity in general-purpose packet processing frameworks
versus eliminating redundant logic.

3. Key Insights
Our main insight is that efficient packet processing at
100-Gbps calls for holistic system optimization, specifically
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milling the entire software stack to squeeze every bit of
performance from the hardware. We are the first to (i)
empirically examine/optimize metadata management models
for packet processing and (ii) advocate low-level optimizations
to process packets at near-100-Gbps rates with a single
core. Our techniques are geared toward making sure that
the software can run in the fastest (L1/L2) caches.

4. Main Artifacts
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We design, build, and evaluate a system, called PacketMill, to
optimize the performance of a popular modular framework
used for composing complex network functions on top of
commodity hardware. We propose a new metadata management model, called X-Change, that realizes customized
buffers when using DPDK, rather than relying on the
generic rte_mbuf structure. Additionally, we propose a
set of common & uncommon code optimizations to (i) the
source code and (ii) the IR code while employing linktime optimization (LTO) techniques. PacketMill exploits
the information defining a NF to mitigate virtual calls,
improve constant propagation & constant folding, and reorder
commonly used data structures in modular packet processing.
Implementation. PacketMill is composed of three main
components:
1. X-Change: developed as an Application Programming
Interface (API) within DPDK,
2. source-code modifications: implemented on top of a
resurrected & modified click-devirtualize, and
3. IR-based modifications: implemented as LLVM optimization passes applied to the complete program’s IR bitcode
as extracted from LTO.
We apply PacketMill to DPDK-based
Evaluation.
FastClick [1], where we composed five different NFs: a
simple forwarder, a router, a Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) followed by a router, a Network Address Translation
(NAT), and a synthetic memory- & compute-intensive NF.
We evaluate our proposed metadata management model
(X-Change) and compare it with two common de facto
techniques (i.e., copying & overlaying) used in other packet
processing frameworks (i.e., BESS & VPP) re-implemented
in FastClick. Additionally, we use a real campus trace to
demonstrate the effectiveness of PacketMill to improve
per-core packet processing at 100 Gbps. Although we focus
on optimizing a specific framework (i.e., FastClick), our
results and techniques should be useful in other performancesensitive contexts (all of those concerned with nanosecondand microsecond-level improvements). The paper (§4)
discusses the benefits of PacketMill when NFs are running at
different scenarios (e.g., various frequencies & #cores).

Figure 1: PacketMill improves per-core packet processing.
Overlapped markers show that the performance can be
capped despite increasing the offered load.

increasing network throughput) when running at 100 Gbps.
Figure 1 demonstrates that PacketMill improves the packet
processing at 100 Gbps when a router running in a single core
is forwarding packets. More specifically, our proposal shifts
the knee of the tail latency vs. throughput curve, to achieve
lower latency even when the load is higher.
Contributions. In this paper, we:
• Highlight the importance of metadata management in packet
processing and propose a new model, called X-Change, to
mitigate inefficiencies,
• Design & implement PacketMill to optimize the performance of packet processing frameworks via low-level
optimization,
• Demonstrate the importance of employing code optimization & efficient metadata management to operate at
>100 Gbps rates.
• Extend DPDK’s build system to employ LTO via Clang and
produce LLVM IR bitcode,
• Additionally, we plan to release our source code and the
scripts used with the Network Performance Framework
(NPF) tool to facilitate others reproducing our results.

6. Why ASPLOS
This paper advocates the importance of employing low-level
optimization techniques to make it possible to process packets
at 100 Gbps. To do so, our paper combines two main research
areas, i.e., off-chip networking and compiler techniques &
optimizations. More specifically, we mechanically produce
a specialized binary from general-purpose software packet
processing frameworks. We believe ASPLOS is a perfect
venue for our paper, as we exploit the synergy of two system
areas, as encouraged by the ASPLOS CFP.

7. Citation for Most Influential Paper Award
This paper was the first work emphasizing full software
stack optimization for multi-hundred-gigabit networking. It
illustrated that per-core 100-Gbps networking requires the
software to operate in the high-level cache memories (i.e.,
L1 & L2 caches). This was done by meticulously managing
metadata and carefully optimizing the binary of networking
applications.

5. Key Results and Contributions
Our results demonstrate that PacketMill improves both
microarchitectural metrics (i.e., reducing cache misses)
and application-level metrics (i.e., decreasing latency and
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